Data is one of your library’s most valuable assets. Softlink offers an expert data migration service, taking the hassle out of your migration and allowing you to get the most out of your new leading school library solution, Oliver v5.

Benefits of Softlink’s Data Migration Service

Efficiency
Softlink has a dedicated team of migration specialists who have performed thousands of data migrations from an extensive range of systems.

Reliability
Your data migration is meticulously planned and carried out, including, if required, a trial before your final conversion takes place.

Communication
Softlink will keep you updated on the process of your data migration, with reports prepared at key milestones for your review and approval.

“Softlink gives you every opportunity to check data before the final conversion. New clients should maximise this part of the process to ensure your data is seamless. Many of the alternative systems do not give you this option but Softlink ensures that you have the time to make sure everything is right before going live.”

Annie White
Head of Information Services, Saint Stephen’s College

Softlink’s simple 3-step conversion process

1. Upload your data and screenshots to Softlink’s secure FTP server
2. Softlink will conduct a trial migration and provide you with a report for your approval
3. Softlink conducts final migration of data and uploads to Oliver v5 in preparation for training
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